
1. Recall the Turtle methods from the Turtle Graphics module.

Sets the width of the pen in pixels (default is 2)t.setWidth(penWidth)

Sets the color of the pen to specified RGB valuet.setColor(r, g, b)

Move t to the specified x-y coordinatet.move(x,y)

Moves t forward the specified distance.t.move(distance)

Puts t’s tail/pen upt.up()

Puts t’s tail/pen downt.down()

Adds the degrees to t’s current direction (+ clockwise, neg. counter-clockwise)t.turn(degrees)

Points t in specified direction (0 is east, 90 is north, 180 is west, and 270 is south)t.setDirection(degrees)

Move t to center pointing north without drawing any lines.t.home()

Return’s the height of t’s drawing window.t.getHeight()

Return’s the width of t’s drawing window.t.getWidth()

Creates a Turtle object and opens drawing area with the specified size.t = Turtle(width, height)

Creates a Turtle object and opens a 200 x 200 pixel drawing area.t = Turtle()

DescriptionTurtle Method

Define the following functions:

� drawLine - this function expects a Turtle object and four integers as arguments.  The integers represent the

end-points of a line segment.  The function should draw a black line segment of width 1 with the turtle and do no

other drawing.

Write a main function that uses drawLine such that:

� creates a Turtle with a window size of 400 by 400.

� draws a line from (150, 150) to (-200, -200).
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2.  Table 7.4 contains the Image object methods.  The textbook example below copies and blurs a colored image.

Notice the nested for-loops that processing each pixel.  

def blur(image):

    """Builds and returns a new image which is a blurred copy of the      

       argument image."""

    def tripleSum((r1, g1, b1), (r2, g2, b2)):

        return (r1 + r2, g1 + g2, b1 + b2)

    new = image.clone()

    

    for y in xrange(1,image.getHeight()-1):

        for x in xrange(1, image.getWidth()-1):

            oldP = image.getPixel(x, y)

            left = image.getPixel(x-1, y)

            right = image.getPixel(x+1, y)

            top = image.getPixel(x, y-1)

            bottom = image.getPixel(x, y+1)

            sums = reduce(tripleSum, [oldP, left, right, top, bottom])

            averages = tuple(map(lambda x: x / 5, sums))

            new.setPixel(x, y, averages)

            

    return new

a)  What does the statement:  sums = reduce(tripleSum,[oldP,left,right,top,bottom]) do?

b)  What does the statement:  averages = tuple(map(lambda x: x / 5, sums))  do?

3.  Write a function to enlarge an image by a specified factor.
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